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Comparison of MODIS-Based Rice Extent Map and
Landsat-Based Rice Classification Map in
Determining Biomass Energy Potential of Rice Hull
in Nueva Ecija, Philippines
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Abstract—The underutilization of biomass resources in the

annual residue of the area while available potential gives the
actual amount of energy that can be derived from the residues.

Philippines, combined with its growing population and the rise in
fossil fuel prices confirms demand for alternative energy sources. The
goal of this paper is to provide a comparison of MODIS-based and
Landsat-based agricultural land cover maps when used in the
estimation of rice hull’s available energy potential. Biomass resource
assessment was done using mathematical models and remote sensing
techniques employed in a GIS platform.

TABLE I
ESTIMATED BIOMASS FEEDSTOCK REQUIREMENT PER YEAR (DOE)
Crop Residue
MT/MW
Rice hull
8,150
Coconut husk
7,372
Bagasse
6,832
Sugarcane Trash
7,000
Corn Cobs
6,378

Keywords—Biomass, geographic information system, GIS,
renewable energy.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Philippines is an agricultural country with a total land
area of 30 million hectares, one-third of which is used in
crop cultivation. Rice, a staple food across the archipelago, is
one of the major crops produced in the country. Its widespread
cultivation to comply with the high demand in its production
is centered on Region III (Central Luzon), particularly in the
province of Nueva Ecija. Being the largest rice-harvesting
province in the country, it also produces the largest amount of
rice hull wastes among other provinces. However, rice hull is
customarily discarded or burned by farmers after milling. The
resolution in the country’s need for alternative energy is to
utilize its high energy potential from agricultural residues [1].
The potential capacity of the nation’s biomass resources goes
up to 4,450 MW [2]. Table I shows the estimated amount of
biomass (in MT) required to produce one megawatt per year.
Biomass resource assessment is vital in determining the
bioenergy potential of an area. Identifying the energy potential
combined with the analysis of physical, environmental, and
socio-economic aspects helps investors in developing
strategies for potential power plant facility developments in
the region [3]. There are two types of biomass potential that
can be evaluated in the assessment, namely: theoretical and
available potential. The theoretical potential shows the total

Different types of satellite imageries can be utilized in
identifying rice crop areas, one of the initial processes
involved in the assessment. Aside from locating residue
sources, these images are also used in generating agricultural
maps. These agricultural land cover maps are used as the
primary input data in the calculation of theoretical and
available potentials in a given area. Depending on the type of
image, there is a possibility to produce different energy
potential values because of the variations in spatial and
temporal resolutions and other specifications. Spatio-temporal
data using Landsat 8 and MODIS images were used in the
analysis.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Mathematical Models
The models involved in the study were employed in a GIS
platform where the amount of resource and residue is spatially
and statistically generated. In the evaluation, several factors
are accounted for: the availability of residues for energy
production, the amount of residue loss during collection
(transportation and milling), crop yield, lower heating value,
and the area of the province. A conversion coefficient for rice
hull is multiplied to the crop yield to convert it into energy
unit [4]. Reference [5] provided the equations for the
computation of rice hull’s theoretical and available potential.
Theoretical potential (Bn) is the total annual production of
residues in the area. Equation (1) shows the formula for Bn,
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(
Bn = biiomass
whhere; An = cuultivated areaa for crop n (ha),
theoretical potenntial for crop n (t or residuee/year), Yn = residue
r
yield for crop n (t/ha/year).
The theoreticcal biomass potential shoows the amouunt of
residue produced but it does not reflecct the total uuseable
biomass for poower productioon. Biomass from crop reesidues
n
usees for activitiees like
sppecifically ricee hulls have numerous
coomposting andd cement prodduction. Ineffficiencies in residue
r
coollection also contribute too the loss in energy availaability.
Thhus, it is impoortant to assesss rice hull’s acctual availabillity for
ennergy producttion. Availablle potential ((Bav) is the eenergy
coontent of the reesidue. Equatiion (2) shows the formula foor Bav.
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whhere; an = biom
mass availablee for energy prroduction from
m crop
n (%), Ar = areea of the regioon under conssideration (ha)), Bn =
biomass theorettical potential for crop n (t of
o residue/yeaar), Bav
= biomass avaiilable potentiaal (kJ/ha/year)), fg = efficienncy of
HVn = lower hheating
the biomass colllection proceedure (%), LH
vaalue of the resiidue from cropp n (kJ/kg).
Equations (1)) and (2) weree used in all coomputations on both
im
mages using diifferent GIS toools.

B
B. Classificatioon of Spatio-T
Temporal Imagges
T
The increasingg accessibilityy of remotelyy sensed sateellite
imaages allows m
more effectivve means in biomass ennergy
evalluation. Asidee from spatial m
measurementss and explorations,
sateellite images are also used in moonitoring sevveral
phennomena suchh as changes in land usee. Spatio-tempporal
imaages vary depeending on ressolution and date
d
acquired. The
firstt type of imaage used in the analysis is the Modeerateresoolution Imagging Spectrooradiometer ((MODIS). Itt is
freqquently used inn producing laand cover mapps and in analyyzing
mullti-temporal landscape chaanges. There are also stuudies
abouut change deteection in vegetation using M
MODIS data.
A
Another type oof image usedd in the analyssis is Landsat 8. It
is ffrequently useed in makingg land cover maps. The im
mage
provvides a moderrate-resolutionn imagery of tthe land surfacce as
it consists of ninne spectral baands with waavelengths rannging
from
m 0.43-12.51 micrometers [6]. The mainn difference of the
MO
ODIS and Lanndsat images iis the resolution. MODIS hhas a
low
wer spatial resoolution of 2500 m compared to that of Lanndsat
whiich is 30 m. However,
H
MO
ODIS includes temporal anaalysis
wheerein the dataa gathered coovers a 12-yeaar interval (220002012) while the L
Landsat 8 imaage was taken on a specific date
(Maay 30, 2014).. Figs. 1 andd 2 show ricee crop area m
maps
generated from M
MODIS and Laandsat data, reespectively.

Fig. 1 Agricultural map using MODIS data
Fig. 2 Agricultural map
m using Landssat data
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C. GIS-Basedd Model
A GIS-basedd methodologyy incorporatinng the mathem
matical
models for theooretical and aavailable potenntial was deveeloped
m
[5]. Rice crop areas
a
were classsified and maapped from M
MODIS
annd Landsat 8 ddata. The agricultural maps processed froom the

classsification werre used to exttract the energgy potential of the
provvince. The model
m
in deteermining bothh theoretical and
avaiilable potentiial was basedd from the algorithm in [5].
Stattistical parameeters were spaatially related and analyzedd in a
GIS
S platform (Figg. 3).

Fig. 3 GIS-based biiomass resourcee assessment woorkflow

III. RESULTSS AND DISCUSSSION
The methodoology was appplied to the province of N
Nueva
Eccija. The biom
mass theoreticcal potential w
was computedd using
(1). The rice ccrop yield waas obtained fr
from the Bureeau of
Aggricultural Staatistics while the rice crop areas were dderived
froom the agricuultural maps bbased from M
MODIS and L
Landsat
im
mages. The residue yield was
w computed by multiplyinng the
crrop yield to thhe crop to ressidue conversion factor. Taable II
prresents the calcculated theoreetical potentiall and the param
meters
ussed in MODIS
S and Landsat 8 data.
TA
ABLE II
COMPUTED BIOMASS THEOR
RETICAL POTENTIA
AL OF RICE HULL
L
CY
Image
Cropp Area
Y
n
CRC
Bn (M
MT)
(hha)
(MT/hha)
Used
MT/ha)
(M
MODIS 246,5576.274 6.07
0.225 1.336575
336,761.54
Landsat 15,9886.337
6.07
0.225 1.336575
21,833..34
Note: CY = Cropp Yield, CRC = Crop
C
to Residue C
Conversion

The computaation of the tottal annual residdues in the proovince
alllows for the calculation
c
of available poteential using (22). The
vaalues for the efficiency off collection aand availabiliity for
ennergy were bassed in [7] whiile the lower hheating value oof rice
huull is a constaant. Table III sshows the avaailable potentiial and
the parameters employed
e
in thhe calculationn.
The MODIS image has a significantly
s
laarger theoreticcal and
avvailable potenttial compared to Landsat 8. Generating a higher
vaalue of theorettical potentiall does not indiicate a higherr value
off available pootential as thhere may be limitations dduring
coollection of residues and ennergy availabillity. However,, since
saame values weere used in booth images, thee model produuced a
higher available potential inn MODIS. A
Although the spatial
resolution is a great factor iin the classifi
fication processs, the
tem
mporal resoluution of the image is alsso essential in the
caalculation of energy poteential. Since MODIS dataa was
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gathhered within a 12-year interval, posssible land cover
c
channges were recorded [8]. Theerefore, crop aareas were rice are
plannted all througghout the yearr were identiffied and takenn into
accoount. The Lanndsat image w
was taken durring summer time
whiich is the uusual harvesting period of rice. Heence,
falloow/bare land that could have
h
been rice crop areas was
classsified in the aagricultural maap.
TAB
BLE III
COMPUTED BIOMASS AVAILA
ABLE POTENTIAL OF
O RICE HULL
I
Image
Bav
Bn (M
MT)
Ar (hha)
fg (%) an (%) (MJ/h
Used
a)
MODIS 336,7611.54
511,208.1134
81.9
81
7,210.7003
Laandsat
21,833.34
511,208.1134
81.9
81
467.4933

IV. CON
NCLUSIONS AN
ND RECOMMEN
NDATIONS
T
The resource assessment model evaluuated the ennergy
poteential of rice hull using M
MODIS and L
LandSAT- derrived
agriicultural mapss. The MODIIS data has a higher tempporal
resoolution at 12 years
y
compareed to Landsatt 8 (taken on May
30, 2014). Its moonitoring of vvegetation chaanges, particuularly
major factor in the compputation of hiigher
ricee areas is a m
poteential values tthan Landsat. The Landsat--based agriculltural
mapp has low energy potenntial as the image usedd in
classsification wass taken post-hharvest which can is evidennt by
the large area forr fallow/bare lands. The resoolution of MO
ODIS
is liimited to 250--m affecting thhe determinattion of classess that
mayy be delimitedd to a reduceed quantity. O
On the other hhand,
Lanndsat has a 30-m
3
spatial resolution ggiving more cclass
variiations and hiigher classificcation accuraccy. In conclusion,
therre is a huge variation of ennergy potentiall between MO
ODIS
andd Landsat. M
MODIS is eff
ffective in reecording tempporal
channges in crop aareas while Laandsat generattes a more preecise
agriicultural map bbecause of its high resolutioon.
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The model can be applied in mapping bioenergy potential
on a national scale. The values for theoretical and available
potential can also be improved by doing field validation on
crop yield, collection efficiency, and energy availability
parameters. It is also advised to continue the study with
suitability analysis to get the areas most suitable for facility
development and optimality analysis to get the optimal
location of future bioenergy facilities.
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